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“ There are three pillars of  
value in the hotel business –  
property, operations and brand.  
Investment conferences focus on  
the real estate and the rise of digital has 
brought brand to the forefront but operations, 
specifically the value embedded in how hotels 
are run, is usually overlooked.”

Andrew Sangster, editorial director of Hotel Analyst news analysis 
services and creator of the Hotel Operations Conference
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9.00 - 9.10am  Welcome and opening remarks
  Andrew Sangster, owner of ZTZ Communications,  

publisher of Hotel Analyst

9.10 - 9.30am   Opening overview: Unbundling management,  
brand & property: Session 1 - Presentation

  This session will scene set the distinction between 
property, operational management and brand. It will 
look at the rise and rise of third-party management 
companies and the increased appetite by investors for 
management company platforms. How are management 
companies valued? How is this different to hotel groups 
with a significant real estate component? 

 Charles Human, Managing Director,  
 HVS Hodges Ward Elliott

9.30 - 10.10am  The view from the management company c-suite:  
 Session 2 - Panel
  Hear from third-party management companies. Leaders 

say what they are thinking and what they are planning. 
Does white label create value? What price does the 
market put on the management companies? What is the 
M&A environment for management companies?

 The Moderator:  
 Sam Ward, Hotels Sector Leader, PwC

 The Panel:  
 Nick Turner, Managing Director,  
 Bespoke Hotels International

  John Stuart, Chief Operating Officer,  
Redefine BDL

 Steve Terry, VP Development UK,  
 Interstate Hotels and Resorts

  Brian McCarthy, Managing Director, Valor Hospitality

10.10 - 10.20am   Spotlight session: What have the big brands 
ever done for us?: Session 3 - Human resources 
presentation

  Steve Cassidy, Senior Vice President and Managing 
Director UK & Ireland, Hilton Worldwide

10.20 - 10.30am   Session 4 - Design and architecture
  Michael Walsh, Vice President Design & Engineering 

Europe, InterContinental Hotels Group

10.30 - 10.40am   Session 5 - The support package
  Tim Walton, Vice President, Marriott International Hotels

10.40 - 11.05am   Session 6 - Panel discussion
 The Moderator:  
 Frank Croston, Partner, Hamilton Hotel Partners

 The Panel:  
 Steve Cassidy, Senior Vice President  
 and Managing Director UK & Ireland, Hilton Worldwide

  Michael Walsh, Vice President Design & Engineering 
Europe, InterContinental Hotels Group

  Tim Walton, Vice President, Marriott International Hotels

11.05 - 11.35am Break
11.35 - 11.50am  Profitability: examining margin erosion:  

Session 7 - Presentation
  Rather than focusing on the top line, investors need 

to drill down to see what is happening to profitability. 
Where are the cost challenges? A detailed examination 
of the key trends.

 Jonathan Langston, Co-Founder, Hotstats

11.50 - 12.30pm   Productivity and guest experience:  
Session 8 - Panel

  How hotels can be made more productive and the guest 
experience more effective: hear from technology experts, 
HR specialists and others on the challenges ahead. What 
are the implications of a tightening labour market? How 
much will the developments in artificial intelligence and 
robotics alleviate the problem? Can labour costs be kept 
in control while guest experience is improved?

 The Moderator: 
 Katherine Doggrell, Editor, Hotel Analyst

 The Panel: 
 Frank Reeves, Founder & CEO, Avvio

 Michael Kessler, VP Global Sales, ReviewPro

  Lesley Reynolds, Managing Director,  
PSD Hospitality & Leisure

  Chris Mumford, Managing Director,  
Aethos Consulting Group

   Patrick van der Wardt, Senior Vice President International 
Sales – PMS/CRS, Amadeus Hospitality

12.30 - 12.50pm   A different take on management:  
Session 9 - Interview

  The benefits of adopting a purpose-driven culture. Albert 
Einstein defined insanity as keeping on doing the same 
thing over and over again but expecting different results. 
Is it time for a new approach?

 Interviewer: 
 Julia Felton, CEO, Business HorsePower

 Interviewee: 
 Anna Pollock, Founder, Conscious Travel

12.50 - 2.00pm   Lunch
2.00 - 2.10pm    Who should be the best brand and operating 

company: how much does scale matter? Session 
10 - Global brand and operator presentation

 Philippe Bijaoui, Chief Development Officer EMEA,  
 Wyndham Hotel Group

2.10 - 2.20pm    Session 11 - Emerging global brand and operator 
presentation

  Claus-Dieter Jandel, Executive Vice President & Chief 
Development Officer, Deutsche Hospitality

2.20 - 2.30pm   Session 12 - Boutique brand and  
operator presentation

 Robert Nadler, CEO, Nadler Hotels
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2.30 - 2.55pm  Session 13 - Panel Session
  Consolidation has been a feature of the hotel industry 

landscape for the past few years but is bulking up via 
M&A the only answer? Can you survive without being a 
global major hotel brand? What is the optimum size  
for a company?

 The Moderator: 
 Andrew Sangster

 The Panel: 
  Philippe Bijaoui, Chief Development Officer EMEA, 

Wyndham Hotel Group

  Claus-Dieter Jandel, Executive Vice President & Chief 
Development Officer, Deutsche Hospitality 

 Robert Nadler, CEO, Nadler Hotels

2.55 - 3.10pm   Session 14 - Evolution of the franchising  
contract presentation

  How are fees currently structured and how might 
this change? Franchising offers the opportunity for 
franchisors to expand quickly but is this benefitting hotel 
owners? An overview of the existing landscape and a 
forecast of the future.

  Babette Marzheuser-Wood,  
Head of Franchise Group, Dentons

3.10 - 3.40pm   Session 15 - Panel discussion around the 
franchise contract

  What is bugging franchisees? How are franchisors 
changing? Are interests being properly aligned? Are 
there alternatives to the traditional model? A discussion 
between franchisors and franchisees moderated by a 
legal expert.

 The Panel:  
 Babette Marzheuser-Wood,  
 Head of Franchise Group, Dentons

  Peter Till, Managing Director, Choice Hotels UK

  Thomas Magnuson, Chief Executive Officer,  
Magnuson Hotels

  Vivek Chadha, Owner, Nine Hospitality

3.40 - 4.10pm Break
4.10 - 4.25pm   Session 16 - Evolution of the management 

contract presentation
  How is the management agreement changing and where 

does it need to change? Is the operator sharing the 
risk? What does the owner get for its fee? Do they have 
enough control? These issues and many other trends will 
be analysed in this session.

  Tom Page, Global Head of Hotel & Leisure Group,  
CMS Legal Services

4.25 - 4.55pm   Session 17 - Panel discussion around the 
management contract

  A panel of owners and managers discuss management 
contracts and the right way to manage hotel real estate. 
Outsource to third-parties, bring it in-house or leave it to 
a brand? What are the challenges and benefits of  
each approach?

 Moderator:  
  Tom Page, Global Head of Hotel & Leisure Group, CMS 

Legal Services

 The Panel: 
 Peter de la Perrelle, Managing Director,  
 Tower Hotel Management

  James Munro, Hotels, Resorts & Residential 
Management, Arc Consulting Partners  
(Ex Starwood Hotels)

  Julian Tee, Director, Hetherley Capital Partners

4.55 - 5.25pm   Session 18 - Debate
  Is the future of the hotel industry all about the big guys? 

What is the role of the emerging brands and no-brands? 
A no-holds-barred debate format held under Chatham 
House rules (no quoting anybody directly) so that 
participants can say what they are really thinking.

 Moderator:  
 Simon Allison, Chairman and CEO, HOFTEL

 The Panel: 
  Nick Smart, Vice President Development,  

North & West Europe, Hilton Worldwide

  Henri Wilmes, Vice President Acquisitions – Hotels, 
London Regional Properties

  Elie Younes, Executive Vice President,  
Chief Development Officer, Carlson Rezidor Hotel Group

  Alex Rae, Director – Mergers & Acquisitions,  
Europe, Malmaison Hotels & Hotel du Vin

5.25 - 5.30pm Closing Remarks



Alexander Rae,  
Director – Mergers & Acquisitions, Europe,  
Malmaison & Hotel du Vin

Alexander has an all-rounded hotel acquisition/
development background, having spent more than a 
decade specialising in: the underwriting of hotel feasibility 
studies, negotiating franchise and management contracts 
for global brands, as well as structuring and managing 
the transaction process for hotel acquisitions and leases – 
predominantly covering Europe.

He started his early hospitality career having worked in 
various operational roles in Spain, the Netherlands and 
French Caribbean. After graduating from Hotelschool The 
Hague and several certificates from Cornell he started his 
corporate career at Starwood Hotels, thereafter Wyndham 
Hotels and now Malmaison & Hotel du Vin (which is a part 
of Frasers Hospitality). 

Andrew Sangster,  
Editorial Director, Hotel Analyst Group of Titles

Andrew Sangster launched Hotel Analyst 10 years 
ago and it has grown into a publishing business that 
now encompasses the original title and Hotel Analyst 
Distribution & Technology. Andrew has been a journalist 
for his entire career, starting out on trade press titles 
before joining the national press and a brief spell at the 
BBC. He launched his own business focused on providing 
high level information on a subscription basis after 
despairing at the quality of what the old business model of 
selling advertising space was producing. You can find out 
more about the Hotel Analyst titles at  
www.hotelanalyst.co.uk and www.ha-dt.com.

Andrew holds a BSc in economics and a MA in journalism. 
He lives in Cambridge with his wife and three children.

Anna Pollock, Founder, Conscious Travel

Anna Pollock has 45 years’ experience in tourism as an 
independent consultant, strategist, international speaker, 
and change agent. 

Anna has undertaken seminal work in many aspects of 
tourism and now focuses on the viability of it current 
model and need for a serious re-think.

Conscious.travel is a new, grass roots approach to 
tourism development based on the goal of regeneration 
as opposed to extraction. Such a radical change stems 
from recognizing the need to change purpose from 
growth for its own sake to flourishing. It involves working 
with host communities willing to assume responsibility for 
ensuring tourism delivers on its promise to be a force  
for good. 

Babette Märzheuser-Wood, Partner, Dentons

Babette heads up Dentons’s Franchise Group and 
specialises in franchise agreements and IP-driven joint 
ventures. She advises clients on the use of franchise 
and licensing strategies in emerging markets using both 
traditional and innovative structures for international 
expansion in the global marketplace.

Babette has transactional experience in over 100 
countries. Recent deals include work in all major 
emerging markets as well as the Middle East and Africa. 
Her particular expertise is in the hotel, leisure, retail, 
education sectors. She is recognised as one of Europe’s 
leading experts in hotel and leisure franchising.

Brian McCarthy, Managing Director, Valor Hospitality

Brian has over 25 years experience in the hospitality 
industry. Educated in Ireland, he is a graduate of the 
Galway Hotel School. Brian spent many of his formative 
years with Millennium and Copthorne Hotels, including 
time as General Manager of the Copthorne Hotel Cardiff. 
He then took a change in direction and spent several 
years in the health and fitness industry, including the role 
of Operations Director for Esporta Health Clubs. From 
there he went to De Vere and was COO of De Vere Hotels 
and Village Urban Resorts. He has experience in both 
public and private equity funded companies and most of 
his career has been spent in multi-site roles with lots of 
experience in new openings and repositioning projects.

Brian’s beliefs are straightforward — maximise your 
sales efforts, continually question your overhead base 
and engage your entire team to deliver memorable guest 
experiences. Ultimately the success of the business will 
be down to one thing — how well you engage the team 
at every level. He is very focused on employing owners’ 
and partners’ capital in the right way. In his view, many 
make the mistake of satisfying their personal tastes and 
preferences when making capital decisions and lose sight 
of what the customers want and how to achieve the  
best returns.

Brian is the first MD of Valor Hospitality Europe and 
shares the desire with the founding partners and 
his European team to create a leading management 
company — recognised for the quality, energy and 
engagement of its employees.

Charles Human,  
Managing Director, HVS Hodges Ward Elliott

Charles Human is a Managing Director of HVS Hodges 
Ward Elliott. He has worked throughout his career in the 
real estate industry, specializing over the last 20 years in 
the hotel sector with HVS. Charles Human launched the 
brokerage and investment advisory activities with HVS in 
Europe and has spearheaded HVS Hodges Ward Elliott 
since its inception in 2004. Having worked on projects 
throughout Europe, Asia and the Middle East, he has a 
unique knowledge of global hotel markets and transaction 
structures. Charles Human holds a B.Sc. in Land 
Management from Reading University.

Speaker Profiles
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Chris Mumford, Managing Director,  
AETHOS Consulting Group

AETHOS Consulting Group is a global advisory firm 
serving the hospitality industry. We enhance value for 
our partner organizations via access, know-how and 
fresh thinking. Core competencies include executive 
search, compensation consulting, business strategy and 
psychometric assessments. We are designed as a single 
partnership operating from ten locations in North America, 
Europe and Asia Pacific. Chris is one of the founding 
partners of AETHOS and, with a global client base, is 
particularly active in the Europe, Middle East and Asia 
regions advising hospitality organizations on compensation 
and organizational issues in addition to facilitating senior 
executive appointments. 

Claus-Dieter Jandel, Executive Vice President & Chief 
Development Officer, Deutsche Hospitality

With 40 years of within the hospitality industry, Claus-Dieter 
Jandel acts as the Executive Vice President and Chief 
Development Officer, responsible for the growth strategy 
of the Deutsche Hospitality. After his graduation at the 
Hotel Management College in Bad Reichenhall in 1975 he 
started his hotel career at the Steigenberger Airport Hotel 
in Frankfurt. This position was followed by leading positions 
overseas such as at the La Maison d’Angéle/Paris and 
the Hilton Park Lane/London. After his first hotel opening 
as General Manager in 1985 at the age of 28, Mr. Jandel 
came back to Steigenberger in 1988 as General Manager 
of the Steigenberger Hotel and Resort Bad Griesbach. 
Three years later he was announced Regional Director, 
followed by Area Vice President, based at the company’s 
Headquarter in Frankfurt/Main. Since 1998 he worked for 
Steigenberger in the positions of Authorized Representative 
and SVP, and was later announced Executive Vice 
President. In 2004 he signed as Chief Human Resources 
Officer, responsible for more than 6,000 employees. Five 
years later, in 2009, he became Chief Development Officer 
of Steigenberger Hotel Group, today Deutsche Hospitality. 
In this position he built up the development department 
and, together with his team, is today responsible for the 
growth strategy of the company and Special Projects of 
the Board. During this time as CDO he also established the 
Joint Venture Company in China, “THE GERMAN HOTEL 
GROUP, Beijing Ltd.” operating Steigenberger Hotels in 
China, of which he is currently Chairman of the Board.

Elie Younes, Executive Vice President and Chief 
Development Officer, Rezidor Hotel Group

Elie Younes is Executive Vice President & Chief 
Development Officer at The Rezidor Hotel Group, one of 
the most dynamic hotel companies worldwide. Rezidor 
operates and develops almost 500 hotels across Europe, 
the Middle East & Africa under the brands Quorvus 
Collection, Radisson Blu, Radisson RED, Park Inn by 
Radisson and prizeotel. 

Elie joined Rezidor in April 2010 as the Vice President 
of Business Development for the Middle East. He was 
appointed Vice President of Business Development for 
the whole group in 2012 and promoted to Senior Vice 
President in 2013 and to Executive Vice President in 
2015. Prior to joining Rezidor, Elie served as the Vice 
President Development for the Middle East at Hilton 
Hotels Worldwide and Senior Director of Acquisitions and 
Development at Starwood Hotels. He also served as a 
Director at HVS in London during his 5 year tenure at  
the firm.

In his spare time Elie practices boxing and martial arts.  
He is married and father to a baby girl.

Frank Croston, Partner, Hamilton Hotel Partners

Frank Croston is one of the two founding Partners 
of Hamilton Hotel Partners, responsible for all asset 
management and direct management activities. Prior to 
setting up Hamilton in 2004, Frank was President, UK and 
Ireland for InterContinental Hotels Group.

In this role he held operational and profit responsibility 
for a portfolio of over 90 owned and managed hotels. 
Frank was responsible for the development and oversight 
of a significant capital investment programme to raise 
the physical product standards of the Posthouse chain, 
acquired by the group in April 2001. Following this 
investment programme, coupled with programmes to raise 
service delivery and product quality standards, the UK 
portfolio has subsequently significantly outperformed the 
UK market and was the subject of a successful acquisition 
by Realstar, Lehman Brothers and GIC in 2005. Frank is 
a Fellow of the Institute of Hospitality, formerly the HCIMA 
and the Institute of Management Consultants, and an 
Honorary Fellow of the British Association of  
Hospitality Accountants.

Speaker Profiles
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Frank Reeves, CEO and Founder, Avvio

Since founding Avvio in 2002, Frank and his team have 
consistently broken new ground with cutting-edge 
technologies that enable hotels to drive considerable 
growth in direct bookings and reduce their dependence  
on OTA channels.

Avvio’s advanced booking engine is exclusively designed 
to match the ever-evolving requirements of hotels and 
serviced-apartment operators. It is supported by best-in-
class website design and digital marketing services, where 
the unyielding focus centres around improving booking 
conversion rates on the hotel’s website and delivering 
traffic that is inclined to ‘book direct’. Frank’s specialist 
focus on conversion optimisation is what has ensured 
Avvio’s technology platform leads the field, helping hotels 
to truly compete, strengthen their direct sales channel and 
increase profits in an increasingly complex  
digital landscape.

Under Frank’s leadership, Avvio has consistently delivered 
impressive results and now supports a client base of over 
350 hotels and serviced apartments across Ireland, the UK 
and North America.

Henri Wilmes, Vice President Acquisitions - Hotels, 
London and Regional Properties

Henri Wilmes is Vice President – Hotel Acquisitions for 
London and Regional Properties (L+R) and in charge of 
hotel acquisitions for the group at worldwide level and 
involved in strategic asset management for the entire 
hotel portfolio.

L+R is one of the largest private real estate funds in 
Europe with a clear focus on hotel investment. Its hotel 
portfolio currently consists of 70 hotels located mainly in 
Europe and in the Caribbean with a combined investment 
value in excess of GBP 2.5 billion. The aim of L+R is to 
continue increasing its exposure to the hotel sector during 
the coming years and is clearly positioned as a “value-
added” investor.

Since joining L+R in 2011, Henri has been involved in 
transactions, debt financing and restructurings for a 
combined value of ca GBP 1.7bn. Henri’s involvement 
in the execution of asset management strategies led to 
L+R receiving the HAMA Europe Asset Management 
Achievement Award 2016 in recognition of its 
extraordinary achievements and value creation at the 
Intercontinental Dublin. Previous to joining L+R, Henri 
worked before for five years in financial and strategic 
advisory to the real estate and hospitality sectors in  
Spain with a focus on M&A and debt restructuring.

Henri is a MSc in Finance graduate from London 
Business School and holds a BSc in Hospitality 
Management from Ecole Hôtelière de Lausanne.

James Munro, Consultant - Hotels, Resorts & 
Residential Management, Arc Consulting Partners

James Munro works for Arc Consulting Partners, a 
consultancy specializing in Hospitality, Real Estate and 
Tourism, focusing on Hotels, Resorts and Residential 
Management. James previously worked with ITT Sheraton 
and Starwood Hotels & Resorts as Area Manager for 14 
years and General Manager for 24 years. He had been 
involved in Starwood’s Development in the UAE, having 
been assigned in both Dubai and Abu Dhabi for 12 years 
during the evolution of both these destinations. He has 
also worked in London, Lisbon, Istanbul, Copenhagen, 
Sofia and mostly recently the Algarve, where he was Area 
Manager and General Manager of Pine Cliffs Resort. 

John Stuart, CEO, Redefine BDL

As Chief Operating Officer for Redefine|BDL Hotels 
(RBH), John is responsible for the commercial success 
of all hotels under RBH management in the UK. Working 
closely with hotel owners, Divisional Directors, brands and 
General Managers John leads the team to transform the 
commercial business of each hotel achieving exceptional 
results for our owners in recent years.

A Chartered Accountant, John has extensive financial and 
operational knowledge of the hotel industry and leads 
the operational pillar of the business for RBH. Together 
with his team across offices in London and Glasgow 
John is focused on cementing RBH as the leading hotel 
management company in Europe.

Jonathan Langston, Co-Founder, Hotstats

Jonathan is CoFounder of HotStats, The Annual Hotel 
Conference, and Adsertor.

From 2013 to 2016 Jonathan was Senior Director in 
CBRE Hotels and COO of its UK business, prior which he 
was Managing Director of TRI Hospitality Consulting, a 
position he held from 1996 until its acquisition by  
CBRE Hotels.

Jonathan is a Fellow of the Institute of Hospitality and 
a member of the Editorial Board of HQ Magazine. A 
graduate of the University of Surrey at which he has held 
posts of Industrial Fellow and Visiting Fellow, he is a hotel 
sector commentator in the media and a regular speaker, 
moderator and panelist at conferences. 

Speaker Profiles
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Julia Felton, CEO, Business HorsePower

Julia Felton is a thought leader, author, international 
speaker, business strategist and Horse Assisted 
Educator. She works with ambitious, forward thinking 
business leaders who want to challenge the status 
quo and grow their business to the next level through 
developing skills that enable them to lead on-the-hoof,  
in todays uncertain environment.

As the Chief Experience Officer at Business HorsePower, 
she helps business leaders wrangle (round-up) all their 
business resources – plans, people, processes and 
personal leadership – so everything becomes aligned in 
its own business ecosystem. The results are leaders that 
have impact and influence and businesses which are 
purpose-driven, productive and profitable.

Julia’s innovative programmes are inspired by nature and 
her herd of horses, where no time or energy is wasted. 
Everything works in perfect harmony as an ecosystem. 
However, as Julia experienced during her 20 plus years 
of leading global teams and building a multi-million dollar 
business unit, this is rarely the norm. 

Julian Tee, Director, Hetherley Capital Partners

Joining Hetherley Capital Partners in 2016 having spent 
14 years as Managing Director of Compass Hotels Ltd, 
Julian heads up Hetherley asset management, working 
closely with Hetherley’s capital partners and hotel 
management teams to maximize operational profitability, 
investor returns and to expand Hetherley’s management 
platform. Alongside the Director of Operations, he leads  
the operations team on Hetherley managed assets, 
assisting with operational policies and procedures, 
implementation of business growth strategies and 
overseeing delivery of capital investment plans. He has 
experience as an Owner, Operator, Shareholder  
and Investor.

Katherine Doggrell, Editor, Hotel Analyst

Katherine Doggrell is a journalist with over 15 years’ 
experience, the last decade of which has been in the 
hotel sector, joining Hotel Report on September 11, 2001 
and now editing Hotel Analyst Distribution & Technology.

During her career she has worked for publications 
including the Financial Times, The Guardian, Q, Mojo and 
Business 2.0, meeting such luminaries as Steve Jobs, the 
Queen and a group of reclusive cowboys who pretend it’s 
1850 in a field in Essex. 

Lesley Reynolds, Managing Director,  
PSD Hospitality & Leisure

Lesley undertakes executive search and selection 
assignments across the hotel, hospitality, leisure and 
travel sectors at board and senior executive level on a 
global basis.

Michael Kessler, VP Sales, ReviewPro

Michael is the VP of Sales at ReviewPro, the leading 
provider of Guest Intelligence solutions to independent 
hotel brands worldwide. He is responsible for leading 
and developing the global sales growth of the company’s 
solutions within the hospitality industry.

Michael has more than 15 years experience building 
effective sales organizations in competitive markets and 
fast growing businesses within the software industry. Prior 
to ReviewPro, Michael was the VP of Sales at NTR Global.

An experienced speaker and panelist, Michael frequently 
participates at key hospitality industry events and 
conferences, including Horeca, AHC, Travelclick Academy, 
UNWTO Seminars, Digital Travel Conferences, Boutique & 
Lifestyle Hotel Summit and Hotel Market Seminars.

Michael Walsh, Vice President,  
Design & Engineering, Europe, IHG

Michael leads IHG’s Design & Engineering team in Europe, 
responsible for the design, development and product 
quality of all new openings as well as refurbishments 
across the existing hotel estate. Since he joined IHG in 
January 2013, Michael has been an integral part of the 
Design & Engineering transformation team and has been 
instrumental in driving and managing many of IHG’s big 
capital investments including at InterContinental® London 
Park Lane, InterContinental® Paris Le Grand and Hotel 
Indigo® London-Kensington.

Prior to joining IHG Michael was an equity partner at 
Gardiner & Theobald (G&T). During his time with G&T, 
Michael specialised in providing project, cost management 
services within the Hotel sector and successfully managed 
the delivery of numerous hotel projects including with IHG.

A Chartered Surveyor by profession with 20 years’ 
experience, he studied Quantity Surveying at the University 
of Northumbria.

Nick Smart, Vice President Development,  
North & West Europ, Hilton

Graduating from Surrey University Hotel Management 
School Nick worked for Grand Metropolitan Hotels, 
DeVere Hotels and Radisson Edwardian Hotels in a 
number of sales, marketing, operations and  
development roles.

In 2006 Nick joined Hilton Worldwide as Vice President 
Development UK & Ireland. That role has since expanded 
to include North and West Europe. In that time Nick has 
overseen the signing and development of well over 150 
hotels in the territory ranging from Hampton by Hilton to 
Waldorf Astoria.

Father to eight children. Lifelong Wasps RFC fan.

Speaker Profiles
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Nick Turner, Managing Director Bespoke Hotels 
International

Nick Turner has been Managing Director of Bespoke 
Hotels International since 2015, and is tasked with 
growing management contracts and marketing 
agreements overseas as the company looks to expand its 
remit beyond these shores. Nick boasts a considerable 
track record of franchise and brand development, with 
over 20 years in the catering industry and strong contacts 
in the Middle East and Africa. His previous experience 
encompasses working with brands across the world, 
including Malmaison, Meridien, Ramada and Holiday Inn 
in their expansion efforts. 

Patrick van der Wardt, Senior Vice President 
International Sales – PMS/CRS, Amadeus Hospitality

Hospitality IT Executive with a 25-year track record in the 
International Hospitality Technology space. As co-founder 
of Brilliant Hotelsoftware working extensively with hotels 
and hotel chains in Europe, Middle East, Africa and  
North America. 

Extensive knowledge of property management systems, 
distribution systems, operations and Cloud migration 
strategies, allows for proper advice to people in 
both smaller, independent properties but also larger 
chain related hotels that need integration with central 
reservation systems. 

Peter de La Perrelle, Managing Director, Peel Holdings

Peter joined The Peel Group in 2008 as Director of 
Hotels for the newly formed Peel Leisure Division 
becoming Managing Director in March 2011. Peter is 
leading Tower Hotel Management’s growth in to the 
Management Contract sector as well as being responsible 
for overseeing Peel’s existing hotel operations and future 
development hotel opportunities on Peel’s wide ranging 
land assets.

Before joining The Peel Group, Peter worked as a 
consultant with Vision Hospitality Asset Management 
in London advising on performance and investment for 
several very large UK hotel portfolios.

Prior to this, he was based in Paris for six years as the 
European Finance Director for Singapore-based  
Ascot Hospitality.

In a career spanning several decades Peter has had 
senior executive positions with Accor, Intercontinental 
Hotel Group ( IHG ) and Sheraton.

Peter Till, Managing Director UK, Choice Hotels Europe

Peter Till is the Managing Director United Kingdom for 
Choice Hotels.  Prior to joining Choice in September 
2016, he was Head of Development for Carlson Rezidor 
in the UK.  Previously he was a Vice-President of 
Development at Marriott and Ritz-Carlton, developing 
hotels across EMEA. Earlier he worked as a Managing 
Consultant for Pannell Kerr Forster Associates, based 
in London and Washington D.C.  Before going into 
consultancy and development, he held management 
positions in a number of hotels in the Unites States and 
the UK. He holds a Bachelor of Science from the Hotel 
School at Cornell University. 

Philippe Bijaoui, Chief Development Officer EMEA 
Wyndham Hotel Group

Philippe Bijaoui, WYNDHAM HOTEL GROUP’s Chief 
Development Officer for Europe, Middle East, Eurasia 
and Africa (EMEA) has more than 20 years of hotel real 
estate and development experience in markets across 
EMEA and most recently served as Vice President 
Development Europe for InterContinental Hotel Group, 
where he defined and implemented the development 
strategy for the region. He has also previously held 
senior development roles with Rezidor, Club Med, HVS 
International, City Hotels S.A. and Groupe Immobilière 
Hôtelière. Bijaoui has a Master of Business Administration 
from I.M.H.I. Cornell, and speaks multiple  
European languages.

Robert Nadler, CEO, Nadler Hotels

Robert doesn’t come from a hotel background. He’s 
worked in a variety of industries, from qualifying as a 
chartered surveyor, smoking fish, policing the Soho 
streets, founding two research companies, and as CEO 
of a public company. In 2006, Robert developed and 
opened his first hotel, the 65 room base2stay Kensington, 
now renamed The Nadler Kensington. This move into the 
hotel industry was inspired by his personal experiences as 
a guest, and a view that sustainability was an increasingly 
important aspect of every business. Since then Robert 
has opened three further hotels, The Nadler Liverpool, 
The Nadler Soho and The Nadler Victoria. At the 
beginning of 2016, a new freehold site was purchased for 
The Nadler Covent Garden, and a hotel in Manchester is 
also on the cards.
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Samantha Ward, Hotels Sector Leader, PWC

Sam has over 20 years experience in the Hospitality 
Industry, working for and advising hotel owners.

Sam’s experience includes managing over £2 billion hotel 
transactions for IHG plc,value optimisation hotel and 
portfolioasset management,vendor and purchaser due 
diligence and lead M&A advisory.

At PwC, Sam is the UK hotels leader, managing all deals 
in this sector and providing hotel sector specialist support 
across the UK assurance, tax, consulting and advisory 
service lines.

In recent assignments, Sam has worked with 
InterContinental Hotels, Thomas Cook, Starwood Capital, 
Blackstone, Apollo, Cerberus, Lonestar,Cedar Capital 
Partners, Westmont Hospitality, Dorchester Collection, 
Whitbread plc, Jurys Inn, LRG, Mint HotelsandMillennium 
& Copthorne.

Simon Allison, Chairman, HOFTEL

Simon is chairman of HOFTEL, the leading global 
association for hospitality real estate investors spanning 
different operators, with members’ portfolios now well 
above US$ 80 billion. Members include REITs like 
Host Hotels, Ashford and CDL; funds such as LaSalle 
Investment Management and Blackstone; hotel specialist 
investors including Algonquin and Harilela Hotels; 
property developers like Tonstate &amp; Sun Hung Kai; 
and owner-operators like HR Group, 4C, Aimbridge and 
Interstate. HOFTEL holds Members’ Summits annually in 
Europe, Asia and the Americas and multiple networking 
events, as well as publishing the Hotel Owners Journal.

Simon has widespread hotel industry experience, having 
been CDO at Onyx Hospitality in Thailand from 2009 – 
2013 and, prior to that, CFO of both Six Senses and hotel 
ownership company Hospitality Europe. Before that he 
headed up J.P. Morgan’s EMEA hotel practice.

Stephen Cassidy, Senior Vice President & Managing 
Director, UK & Ireland, Hilton

Steve Cassidy is Senior Vice President & Managing 
Director, UK & Ireland, Hilton, and is responsible for the 
company’s multi-brand portfolio across the British Isles. 
He joined Hilton’s revenue management team in 2009, 
moving into hotel operations in September 2011. His 
remit expanded in 2015 to include all Hilton’s owned and 
managed properties in UK & Ireland.

Steve’s current position sees him responsible for the 
operations of hotels ranging from the luxury Waldorf 
Astoria Edinburgh - the Caledonian and flagship London 
Hilton on Park Lane to a growing portfolio of value 
focused Hampton by Hilton and Hilton Garden Inn 
properties. In 2016 Steve oversaw the €8m refurbishment 
of Conrad Dublin, and this year he will welcome Hilton’s 
first modular built hotel, with the opening of Hampton 
by Hilton Bristol Airport. He has driven the development 
of Hilton’s management services in the UK & Ireland, 
innovating and enhancing Hilton’s proposition to owners.

Steve is Chairman of the Hospitality Guild and a Board 
Director of the British Hospitality Association.

Steve Terry, VP Development UK,  
Interstate Hotels & Resorts

Steve has been at Interstate Hotels since September 
2013, when Interstate acquired Chardon Management. 
During this time, Steve has been at the forefront of seeing 
the UK portfolio of hotel’s under Interstate’s management 
increase from 32 hotels to 68 hotels currently, with a 
further 20 signed contracts with hotels in various stages 
of construction.

Steve started his career in hotel development with IHG 
(Holiday Inn Worldwide), leading the development of 
Holiday Inn Express in the UK before taking on the role 
of UK Development Director for all brands. In 2003, he 
joined BDL Hotels, one of the UK’s largest franchise 
hotel operators, as Development Director and was a 
Main Board Director and shareholder. At the beginning 
of 2009, he joined Wyndham Hotel Group as Senior 
Development Director for Western Europe before rejoining 
IHG in June 2011 as Development Director, UK and 
Ireland, responsible for growing the presence of all IHG 
brands in the UK.

Previously, Steve graduated in Economics in 1988 and 
then worked as an Account Manager and Financial 
Manager in various industries before joining Holiday Inn 
Worldwide in 1995 as Revenue Manager.

Steve and his wife Yvonne have two children (Cara, 
12 and Zac, 8) and live in Berkshire. Steve tries to play 
golf (as much as possible!) and tries to keep fit through 
cycling and skiing. He is a keen follower of all sports. He 
also plays the piano in his spare time. 
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Thomas Magnuson,  
Co Founder and CEO Magnuson Hotels

Thomas Magnuson co-founded Magnuson Hotels, 
America’s fastest growing hotel brand as a US based 
business with his wife Melissa in 2003. Today, Magnuson 
Hotels is a top 10 global hotel chain with 1000 hotels 
across 3 continents.

Magnuson Hotels has been ranked #1 Hotel Company 
of Inc. Magazine’s 5,000 fastest growing privately owned 
U.S. Companies, and has recently formed a global 
alliance of 8000 hotels/800,000 rooms with Jin Jiang 
Hotels and Louvre Hotel Group via  
www.magnusonhotels.com.  

Thomas Magnuson is a Graduate of Harvard Business 
School, Pepperdine University School of Business and 
Tufts University. Prior to Magnuson Hotels, Thomas was a 
professional drummer in Boston and Los Angeles.

Thomas Page, Global Head of Hotels and Leisure 
Group, CMS

Tom specialises in mergers & acquisitions and joint 
ventures in the hotel sector.  He has taken a leading 
role on a number of high-profile transactions, including 
recently the disposals of the Hilton Wembley and 
the Hilton Gatwick, the restructuring, refinancing and 
conversion to franchise of a large branded hotel portfolio, 
and the £300 million purchase of the Doubletree by Hilton 
Tower of London. He also advises owners, investors, 
developers and banks extensively on hotel management 
and franchise agreements across most brands and 
operators with recent projects in Edinburgh, Dubai, 
London, Cape Verde Islands and Iran. 

Tom is top ranked by Chambers legal directory and is a 
member of Hospitality Channel’s Hospitality 250 list of 
leading individuals within the global industry.

Timothy Walton, Regional Vice President - International 
Development, Marriott International

Tim Walton is Regional Vice President of International 
Hotel Development for Marriott International.  He is 
responsible for overseeing the development of all 
Marriott’s brands across Western Europe.

Before rejoining Marriott in 2005, Tim spent four years 
as Vice President of Hotel Development, Europe, with 
Le Méridien Hotels & Resorts.  Prior to that, he was with 
Marriott’s Development Planning and Feasibility group 
based in London and responsible for assignments across 
the UKEMEA region.  

Tim has also held positions within the fields of 
consultancy (with industry experts BDO) and sales and 
marketing.  He is a graduate of the University of Surrey. 

Vivek Chadha, Owner, Nine Hospitality

Vivek Chadha founded ‘Nine Group’ in 2012 where he 
saw an opportunity of acquiring Hotels and Developments 
that were under insolvency. He is a Hotel Owner, 
Residential Developer and Major Commercial Investor 
in UK Real Estate. Vivek graduated from University 
College London with a MEng in Civil Engineering. He has 
completed various large hotel developments by using 
his in house expertise on development. He is also is a 
Franchisee of ‘IHG’ and ‘Accor’ and owns and operates 
multiple hotels around the UK. He has managed to 
acquire and develop a total of 15 Hotels in less than 4 
years through hard work and dedication and is one of the 
fastest growing privately owned Hotel Operators.
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Amadeus 

Amadeus is a technology innovator that connects the 
entire travel ecosystem at every stage of the journey. 
Amadeus offers the hospitality industry solutions for 
reservations, sales and catering, property management 
and operations, all focused on a better end-to-end 
experience for guests, employees, managers, owners  
and partners. 

www.amadeus-hospitality.com

Avvio

Avvio is the premium eCommerce booking platform 
and digital agency for hotels and serviced apartment 
providers. Founded in 2003, Avvio has broken new 
ground year-on-year by developing cutting-edge 
technologies that enable hotels to drive outstanding 
growth in direct bookings, while reducing their 
dependence on OTA channels. 

At Avvio, we support more than 400 clients across The 
UK, Europe and USA, propelling them forward to win 
more profitable direct business through Avvio’s Convert 
6.0 booking engine. Our best-in-class website design, 
digital marketing and revenue drive support services also 
ensure Avvio clients boost their brand online and deliver 
more book-ready traffic to their websites. 

www.avvio.com

Dentons

Dentons is the world’s largest law firm, delivering quality 
and value to clients around the globe. Dentons is a leader 
on the Acritas Global Elite Brand Index, a BTI Client 
Service 30 Award winner and recognized by prominent 
business and legal publications for its innovations in 
client service, including founding Nextlaw Labs and the 
Nextlaw Global Referral Network. Dentons’ polycentric 
approach and world-class talent challenge the status quo 
to advance client interests in the communities in which 
we live and work.

www.dentons.com

Magnuson Hotels

Founded in 2003, Magnuson Hotels has quickly become 
the largest independent hotel group and in 2006 
Magnuson Hotels introduced three hotel brands serving 
the upper midscale, midscale and economy segments 
across the USA.  Most recently Magnuson Hotels has 
formed a global alliance with Chinese operator Jin 
Jiang Hotels creating a consortium of over 5,000 hotels 
worldwide, equal to the size of a top 5 global hotel chain.

Magnuson Hotels is headquartered in London UK and 
Spokane WA. 

www.magnusonhotels.com

Review Pro

ReviewPro is the leading provider of Guest Intelligence 
solutions to hotels worldwide. The company’s suite 
of cloud-based solutions, including Online Reputation 
Management, Guest Satisfaction Surveys and Auto Case 
Management, enable clients to prioritize operational/
service improvements and automate internal processes to 
ensure guest feedback is acted on quickly and efficiently. 
ReviewPro’s Global Review Index™ (GRI), the industry-
standard online reputation score, is based on review 
data collected from 175+ OTAs and review sites in 45+ 
languages. By leveraging ReviewPro’s Guest Intelligence 
effectively, hoteliers can deliver better guest experiences 
and boost satisfaction, online rankings and revenue. 
30,000+ hotels worldwide rely on ReviewPro. 

www.reviewpro.com

Tower Hotel Management

Tower Hotel Management currently operates six award-
winning hotels under various international brands 
including Hampton by Hilton, Holiday Inn and Holiday  
Inn Express.

In addition to the full range of operational hotel 
management services, Tower Hotel Management’s offer 
is complemented by in house expertise in Land and 
Planning, Sales and Marketing, Project Management, 
Hotel Construction, Information Technology and  
Legal Affairs.

With an extensive land-bank of hotel sites available 
through Peel Land & Property, Tower Hotel Management 
can offer a “one-stop shop” for successful investment 
in the hotel sector. With all of this “under one roof”, not 
outsourced, Towel Hotel Management can offer a unique, 
bespoke service to suit its existing and  
potential customers.

Tower Hotel Management is part of The Peel Group 
is one of the leading infrastructure, real estate and 
investment enterprises in the UK. The Peel Group is 
a family-owned concern and the diverse network of 
businesses ranges from ports to airports; land to leisure; 
media to hotels; wind farms to biomass; and a portfolio 
of investments in major public companies. Long-term 
strategic projects include Liverpool and Wirral Waters; 
Liverpool2 (Peel Ports); MediaCityUK; Port Salford; 
Trafford Quays; Chatham Waters in Kent and  
Glasgow Harbour.

www.peel.co.uk
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23 & 24 May 2017 – Jumeirah Carlton Tower, London

THE BREXIT REPORT 2017:  
From uncertainty to opportunity

The key trends and issues  
in hotel operations 2017

The vote to leave the EU was one of the most 
unexpected events in recent history, revealing 
a new and more demanding voice from an 
electorate calling for change.
This report features comment and forecasts from experts across 
the sector, seeking to make sense of something which seem 
unimaginable a year ago and instead of facing closed doors, 
find opportunity.

The process will be, to paraphrase one of our contributors, 
like negotiating with a Rubik’s Cube. Multiple moving parts, 
myriad competing interests. Complex and fiendish. On the one 
side, a UK seeking sovereignty, on the other, an EU driven by a 
philosophy hewn out of the destruction of war.

The hospitality sector is on the front line, relying on freedom 
of movement to supply its staff and ease of travel to supply its 
guests. The falling pound has already made its presence felt, 
bringing customers in from overseas, while the British have not, 
as yet, lost their taste for trips. As it gives, it takes away, with 
supply costs rising and a close eye on the bottom line is more 
required than ever.

Navigating the next two years will be a challenge for the  
UK government. The analysis in this study is vital reading  
for hospitality professionals and investors hoping to be  
more informed.

Price £195 plus VAT discounts available to subscribers to Hotel 
Analyst, please email for details.

Purchase from www.hotelanalyst.co.uk under the 
“Products” tab and then “Reports” tab.

Or email sarah@hotelanalyst.co.uk

The value of hotel operations has been a 
neglected and misunderstood part of the 
hotel business. Investors have historically 
focused on the real estate or brand.
But a new breed of third-party manager has exposed the 
importance of this aspect of the hotel business. And the 
second edition of a Hotel Analyst report, The key trends and 
issues in hotel operations 2017, has just been published to 
highlight the growing importance of this area.

The report is not focused on how to be a better chef or the 
best way to clean a room: rather it explores how value is 
created by managing chefs and housekeepers more effectively. 
It highlights how focused management across all aspects of the 
hotel will deliver the best results and hones in on just what the 
management looks like.

“There are three pillars of value in the hotel business – real 
estate, brand and operations. This report focuses on the least 
understood of the three, hotel operations. It builds on our 
latest event, the Hotel Operations Conference,” says Andrew 
Sangster, editorial director of Hotel Analyst.

The report begins by looking at the rise of third-party 
management companies. Next it moves on to look at 
outsourcing, a trend which presents both strong advantages 
and disadvantages to today’s hotel operator. Property 
technology is an important component of hotel management. 
Subjects such as the Internet of Things, in-room offerings, 
point of sale and property management are reviewed. 

The report can be bought from the Hotel Analyst website 
(www.hotelanalyst.co.uk) for £995 plus VAT. Discounts 
are available to subscribers and delegates of Hotel Analyst 
conferences. Please email sarah@hotelanalyst.co.uk for details.

www.hotelanalyst.co.uk/product-category/reports


